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Hi again to all Catalyst Associates, Clients, Suppliers, Supporters and Friends.

Can you believe that we have passed the halfway mark for 2019?

I'm sure that you will agree that this has been a challenging year characterised by economic
hardship for many - one of continuous change and uncertainty. On a broader scale, our elected
government's approach to attracting foreign investment to drive economic growth and job creation
as well as a focus on education and skills gives us hope!

In this issue we explore the skills and tools we need to keep ourselves and our organisations
relevant. We outline some of our exciting offerings in this space and, as always, will keep you up to
speed on what we have been doing, where we have been.

Wrap up warm and read our insights on building the workforce and skills of the future, now, with
some fascinating and relevant reads.

Please feel free to forward this to people you believe may find the content of interest.
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From the desk of our founding Catalyst...
 

Agility and Adaptability in the Age of Disruption

 
These words are thrown around in talks, book, articles and Ted Talks.
They sound very necessary and sensible and the right thing to be in our
complex and ever-changing world. The reality and practice of it however
is a bit different. We are human beings hard-wired for comfort and
certainty, and therefore naturally averse to change that disrupts our
carefully crafted equilibrium. Our embedded neural pathways and

programs resist with a surprising power to keep things the way they are geared toward reward (comfort)
and avoiding threat (discomfort). When we are comfortable and on automatic pilot, we minimise our
internal resources required to think, act and survive. This is considered “good” by our brains. We therefore
will actively avoid any perceived threat (often assumed if we are facing the uncertain or unknown), and we
move into our survival mode of fight, flight or freeze. This shift in focus directs our internal resources
accordingly (away from our pre-frontal cortex and into our heart and limbs for quick response).
 
In our client environments, we see this in many forms. Most businesses we consult to or interact with are
undergoing massive change – new owners, business models, structures, leaders, culture, technology - at
the same time as the ground beneath their feet is shifting with new competitors and evolving market
conditions are impacting sales. Whilst most leaders realise the business impact and risk of change, some
are surprised at the extent of change and “loss” felt at a very personal and individual level which impacts
energy, attitudes, motivation, engagement and health. When we open the door just a peak, we hear a lot
of frustration, anger, sadness, resentment, etc which overpowers the potential excitement, hope and
possibility which change can bring and that the leaders are trying to drive. This can result in a natural kick-
back to those in charge who are seen as responsible for the change and therefore by association for our
feelings of loss, confusion and fear.
 
If we are truly open to and practicing agility and adaptability, we should be able to quickly and objectively
analyse the impact of actual and potential change, assess the risk and options available and then either
accept or influence or leave. This is a different approach to staying in victim mode and giving all your
power and energy to others over our state of being.
 
We need to build this muscle and practice “switching” from our reactive brain (limbic system) to our
proactive brain (pre-frontal cortex) to build a repertoire of possible responses that are more empowering
and expand vs contract our options and opportunities.
 
Whilst it is the leaders’ role and responsibility to engage people proactively and listen to them and support
them during change, we need to meet them halfway.
 
In my own business, I have noticed how myself and my team can talk a good talk about being “agile” but
still struggle emotionally with truly letting go previous expectations, goals and plans. It is also challenging
to engage constructively and optimistically when we are faced with new and different business models
and approaches that our business requires to survive and thrive in these leaner, faster and more
demanding times. It is even more difficult, when our identity, reputation or perceived status may be tied up
in our work role or business dreams.
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To read more on a few daily practices and checks to keep to during unsettling change and other
recent blogs, click [here]

Wishing you all the best as you navigate your journey of growth and change to find possibilities that you
never imagined!!
 
Debbie
 

The New World
 

So imagine a world where...

businesses are entirely remote from inception and offices are used only as collaborative spaces
when teams need to work together;
teams collaborate via apps, where offices are "homey", with fireplaces and armchairs;  where
traditional office spaces are a thing of the past;
digital assistants, like Siri, learn habits and help improve your productivity and work performance;
wearables tell you when to take a break and what foods to eat for better energy and focus;
businesses maintain a small core group of key employees, and hire freelancers and outsource
other roles;
high employee turnover is the norm, as workers gain experience and move on;
workers master several skills and switch between them and highly specific "nanodegrees" of a
year or less are popular.
instead of annual performance reviews, emphasis is placed on coaching for outcome, skills
development and employees are left to set their own goals; 

Well, it is already here, and businesses, both local and global, are faced with increasing challenges to
respond and adapt to this emergent world of work.
 
As leaders in providing human capital solutions and thought partnering to our client, Catalyst is reviving
our "Talent 4.0" Community of Practice group.  The next discussion scheduled for 2nd August 2019
entitled "Building the Workforce and Skills of the Future, Now" explores Future-Fit talent strategies,
responding to the risks and challenges organisations are facing today.

If you would like to be a part of this Community of Practice, please let us know and we will gladly send you
an invite.

The Workforce of the Future, PWC
 

The impact on skills, tasks and jobs is clear, and there is growing emphasis on understanding how job
displacement and talent shortages will impact businesses and society. On the one hand, large parts of the
labour market will continue to be impacted by intelligent systems and automation. And on the other hand,
technological integration is changing the business models of all industries, giving rise to a number of
emerging jobs. A proactive and strategic effort is needed on the part of all relevant stakeholders to
manage reskilling and upskilling to mitigate against both job losses and talent shortages.

PWC briefly explores the competing forces and trends shaping our world right now, and outlines 4
Worlds of Work in 2030 and what they mean for innovation and employees. Further insight into the
anticipated challenges in these scenarios is followed by recommendations for individuals and
organisations.
 
 

To read this article click [here] 

As we reflect on our challenges and successes in 2019, one of our key insights has been that the
approach to the future world of work requires a revamp!  Individuals and organisations need to rapidly shift
gears and mindsets.  There are new skills and behaviours required from both learners and those that lead
learning.

Include me in Talent 4.0 COP
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In response, we have developed some cool tools to support individuals and organisations become more
digital, disruptive, accelerated, collaborative and relevant in their learning - 
 

Coaching 

People acknowledge that change is hard.  When that change requires us to
significantly change our way of learning, sharing, engaging with and
developing ourselves and others for accelerated learning, future readiness
and change.. in a short period of time.. it takes some real drive, persistence
and resilience.
 

We have launched our Coaching Community of Practice, powered by bizHQ

I am Talent

Multiple industry sectors have been enabling their learners through I am Talent
workshops to optimise their potential, shift mindsets and explore skills to build readiness
for a future that is uncertain, disruptive and requires personal mastery, resilience and
collaboration.
 

The positive feedback and success of this programme in shifting mindsets and driving personal and
career empowerment has been overwhelming!  We have thus invested in digitising this programme -
making it broadly available on a digitial platform in 2019.
 

Now in Digital Format!

Future Design Possibilities - in partnership with AFP Business
Advisory (Armin Philipps).

Inspired by their involvement in the Singularity (Re)solve Learning
Summit in Silicon Valley in 2017, it is a 1 or 2 day immersion aimed at
leaders, influencers and innovators who wish to be courageous
contributors and custodians of this future world. Or for those in need of a
re-invention and a renewed sense of purpose and impact. This

experience is aimed at dramatically shifting mindsets and possibilities toward an imagined future as the
world of work and life is changing at an exponential rate. It is customised for either individuals or for
teams/organisations wishing to re-imagine the future and their role in it.
 

Available now!

We would love to share these exciting products, our insights and
some case studies with you! 

Please contact us for more on these and other solutions, or the
possibility of co-creating and partnering with you!

What We've Been Up To...

Tell me more!

Tell me more!

Tell me more!
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Out and About - Catalyst has participated in and presented at the following events -  

HR Assistant Conference, 2019 (Knowledge Resources) - "Handling employee conflict & difficult
situations with complete confidence", Kathy Kraus
HR in the Digital Age (Knowledge Integration Web) - "Changing Roles & Competencies in HR",
Kathy Kraus
Women in Advanced IT Summit (Conference Hub) - "Emotional Intelligence:  Does it really make
a difference?", Debbie Craig
L&D Community Breakfast (Knowledge Resources) - "Corporate Leadership University:  A
Massmart Case Study", Debbie Craig & Massmart Team
Talent Management Conference, 2019 (Knowledge Resources) - "Fast-tracking High Potential
Leaders", Kathy Kraus 
Summit Launch (International Hotel School) -  Panel discussion: "Innovative ways to accelerate
leadership development in the new world of work" , Debbie Craig
Internal Brand Communications & Employee Experience Summit (Conference Hub) - "How to
build an Employee Experience Team specific for your workplace:  HR and Internal Communication
Alignment", Kathy Kraus

Follow us on Facebook and LinkedIn to keep up with where we are and what we are doing,
including the conferences we present at. 

Visit the Public Engagement pages of our new website to take a look at content presented.
 

How we have partnered with some of our clients this year - 

Building Capacity to Lead Strategic Change - the world of work is changing exponentially, and as
organisations adopt new business models, structures, agile strategies and new ways of working, they
require the leadership, culture and capacity to drive rapid and strategic change.

Catalyst is partnering with the Exco and Top Leaders at a leading firm in the energy sector, to co-design
their change journey, building the resilience and reigniting the passion required of their leaders and
change team to adapt to the changing business landscape. This has included multiple co-design and
feedback sessions, surveys, focus groups.

____________________
 

Executive Leadership Journey - 2019 has seen the continuation of a journey started with an Executive
Team in the Automotive Industry in 2017 - with executive coaching, assessment, team alignment and
leadership capacity building.  The journey continues this year with monthly coaching to accelerate their
personal and professional development.  Integration, communication and relationship building between
executives and next level managers has also been a key focus in this process.  This project has really
identified the importance of whole personal development, culture and the implications of actions seen by
leaders in the organisation.

____________________

Embedding Culture through Leadership Accountability and I am Talent Blended Learning
Journeys -   Financial Services - we have completed a series of group coaching sessions with the
senior leadership group to ensure accountability and critical skills to lead and embed a new aspriational
culture (DNA).  We incorporated data from engagement surveys, 360 leadership behaviour surveys and
employee and manager sessions into the senior leadership group to ensure top down and bottom up
communication, feedback and alignment around perceptions of culture and behaviour.  It was encouraging
to see the quality and depth of conversations shift positively over the sessions and real commitment and
accountability starting to build. 
We have also concluded workshops taking 100 individuals on a journey of personal and career
empowerment as part of their cultural transformation journey.  During the face-to-face sessions,
individuals are exposed to personal discovery and mastery through the activities, tools, quick
assessments and practical advice. They then have the opportunity to apply this in their everyday lives and
work between sessions to maximise learning, and achieve their personal goals and aspirations.

 ____________________
 

I am Talent – we are also soon to kick off another 20 workshops across South Africa with another Blue
Chip client in Financial Services, taking 350 individuals on a journey to equip them with the tools and
space to find strategies to maximise their potential, keep themselves relevant and grow their skills and
careers – especially in this VUCA world of the 4th industrial revolution.
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 ____________________

Strengthening Leadership Development  -  Our journey at a multi-national Retail organisation began in
2017 and aimed to transform a transactional, siloed, reactive, traditional face-to-face, expensive, learning
experience to an agile, digitally enabled, collaborative and blended learner driven experience that focuses
on business relevant performance and impact. 2019 sees the launch of this newly designed learning
approach with greater scope, scale, strategic relevance and impact.

____________________
 

Integrating Talent Management Capacity – Catalyst continues to partner with a multi-national Retail
organisation and digital collaborators to strengthen and integrate performance, talent and learning across
the organisation. Working with SME’s and HR teams across the business to build the tools and skills for
managers to provide clear performance and future looking development feedback to improve the
employee experience and drive engagement.

____________________
 

Aligning Business and Human Capital Strategy – we recently partnered with an African retirement fund
administrator to facilitate workshops and discussions between their business leaders and Human Capital
team to understand, realign and focus their HC 5-year strategy and priorities to the refreshed 2024
business strategy and operating model.  In the near future, we aim to work with the Leadership and HC
teams on defining and operationalising a renewed EVP.  We also kick off our License-2-Learn programme
with leaders and employees to challenge and re-invigorate the mindsets and approach to learning at an
individual and organisational level.
 

What's in the pipeline....

In the near future we look forward to sharing our innovative and powerful Future Design Possibilities
immersion with a few organisations - to imagine what our futures in 2030 and beyond might be like and

our role in creating it.

We will also be crafting some reinvented Learning and Development strategies and facilitating a large
scale HR strategy session for an international organisation based in the Middle East.  We will be building

a leadership signature and building capacity in order to engage meaningfully with this.

We continue to build and test our Executive Coaching capability and ROI model with a variety of clients.
 

Recommended Reads
Click the titles for the link to the articles - 

World Economic Forum - Towards a Re-skilling Revolution: Industry-Led Action for
the Future of Work

Forbes - What Are The Top 10 Soft Skills For The Future Of Work?

It's not about just Building Future Skills - but Shifting Mindsets to be Future Fit

Keep in Touch
Keep in touch through our newsletters, blogs, conference talks, breakfast events and on social

media.

To join a community of like-minded people, please join or follow us on our Facebook page, follow
us on Twitter and LinkedIn - using our social media buttons below.
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